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Iglulik, Nunavut, Canada - a small Island in the Arctic, east of Baffin.
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Iglulik, late winter - life here is terribly difficult and dreadfully simple; survival depends on finding food
in the most barren landscape on earth.
In the brief light of a muted almost–present sun offering only minutes of respite from the late winter and the
long darkness we find traces of Inuit habitation dating back more than 6000 years. Archaeological remains
include some Gammaq - houses made of stone and sod that bear silent witness to the Inuit groups who
hunted for walrus here for millennia.

In minutes the light is extinguished by another long night. Iglulik and the Arctic North are surrounded by
swirling black wind and cold. In the window of one home a warm glow defies the total grip of the deadly
emptiness outside. Terry Uyraka, community leader, Inuit youth advocate, member of the internationally
acclaimed Arcirq, hunter and father is working at his computer as his family sleeps nearby. Just as shamans
would seek and follow their vision of where the next food, storm or how best to find shelter would be found
for their clans, so Terry looks for ways to help his family survive.

Terry Uyraka
Terry has his earphones on. He listens to and watches lectures; he studies and learns from sources around the
world, all now available on broadband in the New North.
He is looking for answers. He is becoming increasingly worried about the strange illnesses and symptoms he
sees amongst family members, in Igulik and as he travels throughout Nunavut and the North.
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Tonight, again, Terry is online/Skyping with environment executive and author Mel Visser who has
uncovered extraordinary evidence of global pollution and an international political morass of deceit and
deception about the poisoning of Terry’s and our world.
This documentary project is a record of Terry’s hunt, using Visser’s “compass” of amassed corroborative
evidence from Canadian, US and worldwide sources for his travels across a global terrain, as he seeks a way
for his people to survive in a threatened world.
He learns from Mel that levels of one persistent organic pollutant, Toxaphene, in the cold waters of Lake
Superior are 10x the concentration that would classify dirt as hazardous waste.
Terry is surprised to find that Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are everywhere, carried around the world
in the earth’s atmosphere. Arctic POPs like Toxaphene, Chlordane and HCH are “attracted” to cold waters
and climes, where they are “held” and prosper.

Pollutants are carried around the world
These, Terry discovers, are in large part coming from developing countries in Asia, India and Africa; but he
is shocked and confused when he finds that available research, including one commissioned by the Canadian
government (CINE) that clearly identified the (staggeringly high) degrees of toxicity of certain Arctic,
“traditional” or “country” foods, were not being made available to the hunters and families who are eating
that food.
Using CGI tech and NASA footage we follow the life cycle of POPs molecules, from “birth” in a chemical
vat to release into our atmosphere, and then their journey across and above the planet, settling here and there
briefly, selectively choosing environments around the world in which they can accumulate - in air, water,
micro-organisms, plants, shellfish, fish, fowl and mammals.
People living alongside northern waters in Britain, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Canada/USA,
Denmark/Greenland, Iceland and Russia still have, and always have, survived by eating what the oceans,
lakes and rivers have provided.
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Terry, the Ivalu families, Arnatsiaq, Angutimarik and Makkik, maintain this tradition. During the summer,
close to 400 people build camps for the walrus hunt. As soon as the weather allows, men leave for one of the
most dangerous hunts on the planet sometimes coming back with a dozen walrus each. The harvest from the
hunt is eaten fresh or preserved by time-tested processes to supply economical year around staples and
delicacies.

Terry finds statistics from scientists in Canada, Norway, Sweden, England, Greenland, the U.S., and other
countries showing that POPs, constantly “re-adapting”, are vastly more widespread, dangerous, cancerous
and virulent than suspected when they were banned in the developed world.
Food from the land has always been the very heart of Inuit life and its survival; today it holds what is left of
that life together. The stories of the Elders, art, and the myths of the Inuit describe the hunt, walrus, seals,
whales, fish, birds and caribou, the spirits of the North and the wilderness encountered. Their language,
thousands of years old, serves and derives from the extreme reality and needs imposed on the Inuit by some
of the harshest conditions on the planet. Inuit life is focused on survival.
Inuit have lived this way, harvesting by hunting the lands and seas of the High Arctic, for millennia. When
“discovered” by southern doctors a century ago, their natural diet was credited for making them the
healthiest people in North America.
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The Inuit are now among the least healthy. Some that Terry talks with rightfully feel that the “invaders”
from the white world, and now Canada, have done little but lie, infect and steal from them throughout
history. Learning from “outsiders” that their country food is poisoned would certainly jeopardize what is to
Terry and all Inuit, at the very heart of their culture, history and language. All that always was and is Inuit
“identity”, their social currency and values would be threatened.
Terry needs answers. He asks a lot of questions, “from the ice up”, of family, friends, hunters, nurses and
(using CGI, Skype, split-screen, and Isuma live-feed for a series of “town-hall” meetings in the North, in
Canada and with circumpolar communities) of scientists, NGOs, corporations, Nunavut, Canadian, US, UN
and European government officials, plus researchers here and overseas. Not everyone agrees. Some don’t
want to talk. Some don’t tell what they know. Many don’t want to believe what “others” say.
Can Inuit still hunt walrus, enjoy their food and culture, and live on a healthy mix of country and market
food? From what he finds, Terry sees there are ways to harvest and prepare certain “cuts” of traditional
foods while avoiding the most hazardous.
Terry has read about the numerous campaigns, court cases, consumer nations, hunter nations, international
bodies and Hollywood stars debating and passing laws about who has the right to use the Arctic and its
seawaters as an abattoir and/or oil and mineral “pantry”.
He wonders if they understand that the Inuit are not “collateral damage” and not canaries in a mine shaft
somewhere, but “specialized” citizens of the world, of Canada, whose seamless hereditary bond with nature,
albeit at its most limited life-sustaining extreme, is now in peril.
Can you see what is happening to our world?

2008-2009 Photos by Marie-Helene Cousineau

The Science

( also see the short Glossary on page 15 )

The physical & chemical properties of PCBs and persistent pesticides cause them to evaporate from their
points of use, circle the globe and distribute from south to north. Lindane, a very volatile POP, transports
rapidly to the north and was found in the Arctic Ocean at 40x the levels in temperate waters. PCBs, much
less volatile, deposit across the continental U.S. and diminish to the north. Toxaphene, the pesticide that
replaced DDT when it was banned, concentrates in the northern Great Lakes where Lake Superior’s trout
contain more POPs toxicity than trout of any other Great Lake.
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The fate of POPs in the environment was unknown until Canadian researchers sought a “pristine” breast
milk sample from Broughton Island in the mid 1980s and found PCB levels at 8x the amount for southern
Canada. Followup studies found 7x the pesticide toxicity of PCB toxicity. A circumpolar Arctic study was
then initiated to obtain our present understanding.
All POPs are fat soluble and bioaccumulate up the food chain. Large fish have more POPs than small fish,
and mammals that eat fish have even higher levels.
When Inuit consume fish, their POPs ingestion is tolerable, but consumption of narwhal and beluga blubber,
seal blubber and polar bear fat causes intolerable levels of POPs ingestion. In the 1980s, recommendations
were made to continue to consume unlimited country food as the benefit outweighed the risk. After careful
consideration and study of Inuit diet and culture, fish and lean red meat are the recommended protein
sources for Inuit of child bearing age.
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The developed world banned POPs and many developing countries have volunteered to ban POPs under the
2001 Stockholm Convention. Unfortunately, countries struggling to develop their economies and feed their
people have neither the resources nor the will to address POPs replacement. There has not been significant
progress in reducing the global use rate of toxaphene and chlordane which determines their concentration in
remote Arctic waters.

Just as the Inuit preferred to deny the possibility of harm from country food, so North American regulators
prefer to deny the contamination of their waters from foreign sources. In addressing the POPs contamination
of the Great Lakes, Canadian and U.S. environmental agencies pursue policies of Zero Discharge & Virtual
Elimination of POPs within the Great Lakes basin, and do Clean Sweeps to collect and dispose of residual
pesticides.
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Hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent to dredge POPs from the lakes, and billions more $$$ are
proposed. The trout in Lake Superior do not know that this is happening … they are under the influence of
global uses.

POPs will not go away until they are globally banned.
Health regulators from states and provinces surrounding Lake Superior denied the toxaphene problem by
raising its allowable standard to five parts per million, while soil with a half a part per million of toxaphene
is classified as hazardous waste, and Germany’s standard is one tenth of a part per million!
Meanwhile, the incidence of many cancers increases and more and more studies identify POPs blood levels
as causal. A recently released six year study of U.S. National Parks expressed surprise that fish from their
high mountain lakes were unfit to eat. From the Inuit experience, it would be surprising if these fish were not
contaminated. The Inuit have been dealt a nightmarish sea of chemicals, but faced with the challenge of
getting rid of them they have an opportunity to reach out to the world community, exactly as they did with
their art, becoming ambassadors for a focused effort to speed up North American efforts to solve a global
problem.

BioAccumulation of Persistent Chemicals

The Media Layers
The Cold, Clear, and Deadly Media Project will produce the following:
- A feature-length documentary in High Definition (HD)
for theatrical release and national/international television
- Internet-based tools and resources for students and public
to increase understanding and fuel remedial action

The Cold, Clear, and Deadly Media Project has several goals:
- To build awareness
- To investigate today’s origins of the problem
- To address the agents of the problem
- To work with partners to effect changes
9
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The Cold, Clear, and Deadly Media Project will be delivered to the world as a documentary film in HD
with the filming done in partnership with Inuit filmmakers. The film becomes an educational tool for
primary, secondary, and collegial levels of education within Canada and other nations. Each media resource
will be used strategically.
Conventional theatrical showing and television windows create public awareness, sympathy and
understanding. Internet-based broadcast offers excellent ways to create networks among concerned students
around the world to stimulate action and to track progress. The broadcast capability of the internet can be
used to document activities relating to the production and spreading of POPs along with their elimination.
We will support existing school networks among schools in American States and Canadian Provinces
bordering cold lakes such as Lake Superior and connect them with students in African and Asian classrooms.
Where necessary we will augment existing networks with additional resources to ensure students have the
technology to document their local situation and broadcast the changes.

Since the young will be inheriting the waters they must be involved
in the discussions and the decisions at both ends.

Uniqueness
Cold, Clear, and Deadly was instantly a unique book which brought a chemical industry insider’s point of
view to focus on the tremendous challenge of toxic bio-accumulation in the food chain in Arctic Canada and
the Northern Hemisphere. It was a saga ready to become a documentary. Using the latest zoom in-and-out
aerial & satellite photographs and video, the viewer will be brought on a tour of the hemispheres of our
planet, observing the weather systems which circulate these highly volatile chemicals around the globe.
Leading edge animation techniques will provide the opportunity for television audiences and students of the
environmental sciences to follow the molecules of these chemicals as they evaporate and are transported to
the northern hemisphere.
The documentary will be an important tool for schools throughout the Circumpolar region and will also give
students in the Southern Regions insights into northern customs, traditions and present day environmental
challenges. This project is important for bringing International attention to the plight of the Circumpolar
Peoples who are being subjected to the contamination of their food supplies by POPs which are being
absorbed into their oceans and fresh water systems. Increased awareness will be generated about how the
transference of these chemicals takes place from developing nations to the Northern Hemisphere. It will
engender more grass roots level efforts to replace the toxic pesticides presently being dispersed with viable
alternatives, already being used successfully in North America and Europe. The most used alternatives are
degradable pesticides. They are toxic but do not persist in the environment.

Short and long-term benefits
The short term benefits are increased levels of awareness about POPs and their countries of origin for all
concerned, plus increased monitoring capacities for northern communities combined with specialized
training programs for those Inuit monitoring their country food supplies. Long term benefits encompass
greater precaution on the part of circumpolar peoples as consumers of indigenous animals such as seals,
whales and walrus. The most important long term benefit will be the dramatic reduction of POPs use in
the developing world.
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The audiences
The primary audiences are theatrical audiences, television viewers, Internet broadcast users, International
Public Broadcasting Stations, and all relevant Inuit organizations and corporations. The secondary audiences
are the northern school boards, community health organizations, Circumpolar NGOs, and those UNESCO
organizations and NGOs capable of impacting the reduction of the use of POPs in the northern hemisphere.
This project is capable of bringing world-scale attention to the problem of POPs in the ecosystems of
Northern Canada. It is also an opportunity to focus efforts within the developing world to stop the use of
these substances. The Inuit are perfectly capable to be their own spokespersons to the rest of the world on
this issue. The Media Project will provide a communications platform from which those most affected by the
problem can be instrumental in accelerating the implementation of viable solutions.

The production team
The Canadian team members bring to the project award-winning television production experience that
combines intimate story-telling together with hard science. In addition team members bring extensive
experience in northern housing, water quality and treatment issues, renewable energies and cultural
awareness which only comes from living and working with the Inuit. Their expertise compliments that of
Mel Visser, the book’s author, who is also an avid outdoorsman with considerable experience with
commercial fishing. All team members are used to working in an atmosphere of multi-disciplinary
teamwork, and are at ease with the Inuit perspective on community and living off the land.
After meeting one another, all parties recognized the urgency to bring this knowledge to the attention
of the world and begin efforts immediately to reduce the level of POPs in the Arctic.

Marie–Helene Cousineau - Producer/Director/Director of Photography
Marie-Helene Cousineau formed the collective Arnait Ikajurtigiit (Women’s Video Workshop), and is its
coordinator/trainer as well as an active collaborating producer. Cousineau has written about the experiences
of women making video in Igloolik and has curated several exhibitions of this work. She has received
several Canada Council and Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du Quebec video production grants. Her video
work has been widely exhibited in Canada, the U.S. and Europe. With an MFA in communications from the
University of Iowa, Cousineau was also associate professor of Communications at Concordia University in
Montreal (1997-1999).
Most recently she co-directed “Before Tomorrow”, the first Arnait feature-length film, with Madeline Ivalu.
Before Tomorrow premiered in Igloolik on February 23rd 2008 (photo below) and in Puvirnituq and
Kujjuuaq on May 6-7-8. Members of the Arnait Video collective (Susan Avingaq, Madeline Ivalu, Carol
Kunnuk and Marie-Hélène Cousineau) presented the film in front of attentive audiences. Props and select
costumes from the film were also on display. As with previous films produced by Igloolik Isuma
Productions, the film's first audience was the community involved in making the film. Read about the
screening in Nunatsiaq News. The film was based on the Danish author Jorn Riel’s novel.
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The goal of Arnait Video Productions (Women’s Video Workshop of Igloolik) is to value the voices of Inuit
women in debates of interest to all Canadians. How does one experience the dawning of the third
millennium in a small Inuit community that is in the midst of political and social change?
Since its beginnings in 1991, Arnait Video Productions has traced a trajectory revealing the originality of its
producers, the context of their work and lives, as well as their strong desire to express cultural values unique
in Canada. Working in difficult social situations – through community and family problems as well as
precarious financial situations, the sheer endurance required on the part of the women in Arnait to produce
these video documents testifies to the importance of the project in their lives.
The first works of their group revealed the importance of women of Igloolik to share oral traditions. Whether
in the form of a series of interviews (Women/Health/Body and Itivimiut), or as short works linking songs to
words and re-enactment of traditional activities (Qulliq, Attagutaaluk Starvation, Piujuq and Angutautaq),
the videos they produce celebrate the specificity of the culture of women in Igloolik. While the video works
situate themselves in the specificity of their production, they are universal in their motivation for expression.
It is this combination that has secured a large public located across the Arctic, in South America, Europe, the
United States and Canada.
Since 2000, Arnait Video Productions has produced feature documentaries such as Anaana (Mother),
Unakuluk (Dear Little One), and the short fiction film Ningiura (Grandmother).

George Ritter - Financial, Production & Marketing Services
George is President of Spiritworld Productions Inc, a privately held, feature film and television production
development entity. He recently was CEO of the Nunavut Film Development Corporation, a government
supported funding agency. For some years he served as President of Domino Film & Television Ltd where
he acquired and sold Canadian and foreign-produced film and television programming to domestic and
foreign media buyers. He currently provides consulting services to corporate and government clients.
Mr. Ritter was a managing director of Glendale based Filmbancorp, a financial services corporation
providing assistance to independent L.A.-based production companies. In addition he worked in marketing
as CEO & president of George Ritter Films, Ritter Enterprises, while representing program suppliers like
Thames Television (UK), RAI Corporation (Rome) and Hal Roach Studios (NYC), was partner in a Parisbased dubbing studio, Um-Banda-Um, was a marketing consultant to Telefilm, provided U.S distribution
market analysis to privately-held investment management outlet, Merchant Trust Bank, served as executive
director of the Motion Picture Institute of Canada (Toronto) and executed ad campaigns for 4-wall
distributor, American National Enterprises (SLC) while based in New Orleans.
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Ritter is a graduate of Concordia film department, and has regularly attended professional seminars in
marketing at UCLA and USC, the Funding and Grantsmanship seminar in Banff, festivals and markets in
Canada, the USA and overseas and has also organized production, financing and marketing seminars in
Montreal, Toronto and Banff. George has a number of writing credits, was columnist for MOSAIC
MAGAZINE, editor of periodical UNDER THE TOQUE, and programmer for the Planet Indie Film
Festival. More recently he studied at the American Film Commissioners International University.

Peter Kettenbeil - Marketing/Training Strategies & Partnership/Supplier Negotiations
Peter’s first choice as mentor in the early 70’s was Buckminster Fuller who gave him the vision to see our
“Spaceship Earth” as a magnificent energy harvesting device whose natural systems are all interconnected
and subject to the effects of the industrialized world. He is passionately committed to accelerating the
implementation of those technologies which reduce humanity’s effect on the environment.
Living and working with the Inuit in the 70’s, he has lived on the tundra, traveled thousands of kilometers by
bush plane, freighter canoe and skidoo. Peter brings to the project a grass roots approach based on a
profound respect for the cultures of the Circumpolar Peoples. Returning to Inukjuak in 2006 to present a
conference on Ecotechnologies and the renewable energy options available to the Inuit, he was astounded by
the effects that climate change has already had on their traditional ways of living.
Peter is presently Vice Chairman of the Technology Transfer Committee of the Solar Buildings Research
Network and consultant to numerous environmental projects. Peter has written numerous magazine and
newspaper articles and co-authored technical reports on energy efficiency, green technologies and the regreening of our cities. His more recent experience includes the following:
- Member, final awards jury, CMHC’s EQuilibrium Housing Design Competition; Jan 2007.
- ITK (Inuit Tapirit Kanatami) Conference on energy choices facing the Inuit of Nunavik 2006.
- Delegate representing the energy sector to the Climate Change Conference; Montreal 2005.
- 1999-2001 Development of a TV series on unresolved scientific enigmas from the 20th Century.
Introductory shows included a close look at the history of abrupt climate change and extinctions.
- Environmental Consultant to the CMHC/INAC Kanata 2000 Project; 1997-1999.

Christopher Ives - Project Manager
Building upon 40 years of design, RD&D, and project management in Housing, Energy, and Transportation,
Chris founded ERIA Ecosystems Inc. in 2007 to focus on building healthier buildings, less destructive
infrastructures, and communities that are resilient ecosystems. Chris studied Mechanical Sciences (graduated
1965 Cambridge University) but his work experience started in 1961 as an apprentice learning about Nuclear
Power Plants. He is now an advocate of simpler, more renewable technologies. He built a solar house in
1976 with National Research Council / McGill University support, and worked from 1989-2007 as a
Researcher / Project-Manager with CMHC (Canada’s Federal Housing Agency) on urban, remote, aboriginal
and northern housing.
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Chris was the “midwife” for the Vancouver & Toronto Healthy Houses, and for the Eagle-Lake
“EcoNomad” demonstration (onsite containerized utilities). He was closely involved in starting CMHC’s
“Net Zero Energy Healthy Housing” initiative (now renamed “EQuilibrium Housing”). He also authored
CMHC’s “Backup Power for Your Home”, and guided demonstrations of onsite micro-utilities for water &
sewage, and heat & power co-generation systems (using external utility rooms or containers).
Chris believes we must now focus our resources to implement the sustainable energy, water, food and
transportation technologies which will have the greatest impact on reducing emissions & pollutants to
address the environment crisis. Solar, Wind, Water, Biomass/Waste, and Earth Energies are especially of
interest for INTEGRATED community-scale grid-tied energy systems. Although better buildings, houses,
and vehicles are definitely steps in a good direction, for our grandchildren’s sake we’ll have do much more
than just build Eco-Houses. We must now “Partner with Mother Earth” to rebuild local water and natural
resource bases, in other words our ecosystems. Wherever possible this must include local agriculture,
aquaculture, forestry & game – especially water-tables, streams & rivers, estuaries and coastal zones – not
forgetting that wildlife corridors are very much part of this too. Chris is a keen angler, kayaker, oarsman,
sailor, and enjoys snorkeling – also amateur photography and backyard astronomy.
EriA EcoSystems Inc. is a renewable energy innovation, project-management and consulting company
located close to Montreal. EriA’s “LifeRing” Trademark has been created to highlight appropriate designs,
products, and services.

Melvin J. Visser – Author of “Cold, Clear, and Deadly”
While studying for his BS in Chemical Engineering at Michigan Technological University, Mel married into
a Lake Superior commercial fishing family. This began a long term appreciation and love for this great body
of water through fishing, canoeing, kayaking, hiking and sailing all her shores. After twenty years of
chemical development and manufacturing experience in the pharmaceutical industry, Mel was given the
responsibility of heading up the company’s environmental compliance. During this sixteen year
responsibility, Mel learned from many U.S. and Canadian environmental and industrial leaders in his role of
co-chair of the Great Lakes Corporate Environmental Council.
Mel’s intensive work in developing chemical processes as a scientist and management positions in chemical
and biological manufacturing provided him with excellent training in the behavior of chemicals in a
controlled environment. His environmental responsibilities led him to understanding what happens when
chemicals enter the natural environment.
Mel Visser invented Soil Vapor Extraction, a globally used technology to remove volatile compounds from
soil, served on Michigan’s Innovative Technology Task Force, and played a key role in the development of
biological clean up processes to remove toxics from groundwater. Mel retired as the Upjohn Company’s
Vice President for Environmental Health and Safety.
On retirement, Mel wondered why Lake Superior’s PCB levels were remaining constant in spite of the fact
that they were banned for decades. Volunteer work in government agencies, dozens of technical meetings,
two trips to the Canadian High Arctic and the assimilation of the research done under AMAP, the Arctic
Monitoring and Assessment Program, allowed Mel to understand the reasons for PCB’s presence in Lake
Superior, and the realization that PCBs were not the major problem in the lake or all northern waters. His
search was published by the Michigan State University Press as Cold, Clear, and Deadly: Unravelling a
Toxic Legacy in 2007.
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Contact Information
Marie-Helene Cousineau
ARNAIT Video Productions, 5764 Monkland, Suite 211, Montreal, Quebec H4A 1E9
Tel: 514-369-1097 - mhcousineau@arnaitvideo.ca - www.arnaitvideo.ca
George Ritter
SPIRITWORLD Productions Inc, 210-52 Academy Road, Westmount, Quebec H3Z 1N6
Tel: 514-932-5612 - spiritworld@sympatico.ca
Peter Kettenbeil
ERIA EcoSystems Inc.
Tel: 450-466-8678 - peterscottk@ca.inter.net
Christopher Ives
ERIA EcoSystems Inc, 70 Como Gardens, Hudson, Quebec J0P 1H0
Tel: 450-458-7974 - cives@eria.biz - www.eria.info - www.eframe.ca
Melvin J. Visser
2001 Schuring Road, Portage, Michigan, 49024 USA
Tel: 269-327-6592 - vissermel@hotmail.com - www.coldclearanddeadly.com
Mel is the author of Cold, Clear, and Deadly: Unraveling a toxic legacy (Michigan State University Press.)
He currently works to raise the awareness of the pollution of North American air
and waters from PCB and "banned" pesticide uses in developing countries.

Contaminants Terminology – Katigsuiniq bilingual glossary
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